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CHAPTER 1 

 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter contains some important information required in this present 

study. It will expose namely; research background, statement of problem, research 

objectives,scope and limitation, research significance, and definition of key terms. 

Each section is discussed in detail below: 

1.1 Research Background 

English for Specific Purposes (ESP) is well-known asone of important 

terminologies when it comes to English Language teaching.Hutchinson and 

Waters (1987:19) defined that an approach of language teaching where the needs 

and reasons of learners is the main sources to decide the contents and methods in 

teaching known as ESP. ESP is the key to equip all students of various 

backgrounds the ability of English including four skills which are speaking, 

writing, reading, and listening. AtUniversity of Muhammadiyah Malang, 

ESPprogram has for long periodsas the key in learning English for all students of 

all faculties.To facilitate the students in mastering English, ESP is given to 

students from first semester until third semester.Because of the numerous needs 

and background of education of students in University of Muhammadiyah 

Malang, ESP is taught in order to support the students’ knowledge with the four 

skills of English in the university.   

The four English Language skills which are speaking, writing, listening 

and reading fall into two categories; there areproductive skills and receptive skills. 

Speaking and writing are categorized in productive skills whereas listening and 
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reading are the receptive skills. Those skills have the same important role. 

However, looking at the current situation of the world where communication takes 

an important place in various cases for example like finding a job, speaking holds 

more important role of all four skills. Ur (2000) supported the statement by stating 

that of all four skills, speaking appearsto be the most important skill. Richards 

(2008) also stated that for foreign-language learners, speaking skill becomesthe 

main point of learning language. In addition to the important of speaking in 

communication, speaking is also important because, through speaking, people can 

measure how far your English ability is and measure how far you have mastered 

the language itself.  

International Relations Department students are expected to be able to 

speak not only Bahasa Indonesia but also other languages including English due 

to their future career where they will be handling international businesses and 

affairs and it becomes an absolute necessity. Consequently, language skills 

especially speaking skill are a number one priority for the students in supporting 

their future career and UMM providethese needs by giving speaking program 

trough ESP. Therefore, ESP Speaking is very helpful for them in order to master 

the art of English speaking skill.  

In teaching ESP speaking, a teacher or in this case aninstructor uses 

various methods to transfer the knowledge to students. In ESP teaching, 

theinstructor must be able to meet the materials with students’ need because ESP 

students usually come from varieties of background knowledge. Thus, 

theinstructor must be flexible with this situation by deciding the right method. The 

ESP instructor plays an important role in ESP teaching because the instructor is 
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the person who knows the need of students then the successful of teaching will be 

easy to achieve. 

Teaching method is the level where teachers apply the theory, particular 

skills, and content in the classroom practice(Richards, 2001:19). Based on 

Richard’s explanation, teachingmethod is important in teaching activities because 

in this step, the theory is put into action in order to reach the objectives of 

learning. All teaching method is essentially good, however, not all teaching 

method can be applied in classroom and the successful teaching method can be 

seen from the achievement of students in classroom.  

Several previous studies have been conducted to understand the teaching 

methods in teaching speaking. Olivia (2015), has discovered communicative 

language teaching as the teaching method applied by the lecturer in the classroom. 

Meanwhile, Wildanul (2017) has conducted a similar study and through 

observation and interview, Wildanul discovered two different teaching methods 

which actually implemented in the classroom. The teaching methods are CLT 

(Communicative Language Teaching) and TPR (Total Physical Response). From 

those two studies, it seems that most of ESP instructor used CLT in teaching 

speaking in order to make the students more active in the classroom. However, 

those studies did not actually reveal whether the teaching method used by the 

instructor is suitable or not in teaching the students.The writer also specified the 

subject on International Relations Department in 1stsemester because the writer 

wants to avoid the similarity between this present research and other previous 

research. This research gap is the reason why the writer is interested to analyze it. 
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From that information above, the writer tries to conduct a present study 

about an analysis ofteaching method used by the ESP Speaking instructor which 

shows better students’ ability in speaking International Relations Departmentin 

University of Muhammadiyah Malang to fill the gap in the knowledge in teaching 

English language. It is believed by searching the result of the present study, there 

will be some potential supports for scholars. 

1.2 Statements of Problem 

In this study, the writer wants to know and identifythe methods of ESP 

Speaking which shows better understanding in speaking of International 

Realations students in UMM. Therefore, the research problem appeared as the 

statement of problem as follow: 

1. What are the teaching method(s)of ESP Speaking used by the ESPinstructorsin 

teaching ESP speaking of International Relations’ students of University of 

Muhammadiyah Malang? 

2. How the ESPinstructors implement the teaching method(s) in ESP Speaking 

class of International Relations Department Students? 

1.3 Research objectives 

Following the statement of problem above, the purpose in conducting this 

research as follows: 

1. To identify the teaching method(s) of ESP Speaking used by the ESP Instructor 

in teaching ESP speaking of International Relations’ students of University of 

Muhammadiyah Malang. 
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2. To discover how the ESP Speaking instructor implements the teaching 

method(s) in ESP Speaking class of International Relations Department Students. 

1.4 Scope and Limitation 

This present study will focus on English language teaching specifically in 

speaking skill and teaching method. So, it will not include the discussion about 

other skills in language teaching. This present study will limit on two ESP 

speakinginstructorsof International Relations students 1st semester academic year 

of 2017 in University of Muhammadiyah Malang.  

1.5 Research Significance 

Theoretically: 

This present study is expected to provide more information or new information 

about speaking skill and ESP speaking of language teaching. Moreover, this 

present study will be helpful as a future reference for future study with the same 

or similar topic to this present study. 

Practically: 

This research focuses on the analysis of ESP speaking program and speaking 

ability. By doing so, this research hopefully will be useful for language teachers 

especially ESP speaking teachers and give contribution to the education especially 

in language teaching 

1.6 Definition of Key Terms 
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ESP is an approach to language teaching in which all decision as to 

content and method are based on the learner’s reason for learning. (Hutchinson 

et.al (1987:19)  

Speaking skill is one of the 4 skills in English language teaching and it 

includes in productive skill like writing. Based on Brown’s notion (1994), a 

process of conducting interactive activity by involving two activities which are 

producing and receiving information is called speaking. 

International Relations is a study about international politics issues, 

international cultures, international affairs and other phenomenon between one 

country and another. 

Method is a particular procedure for accomplishing or approaching 

something, especially a systematic or established one (Oxford Dictionary).  

Teaching method is an overall plan in which the teaching matters 

including technique and media are presented in this part (Richard and Rogers, 

2001).  

 




